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Wedding Packages

Your memories - $1000
 •ceremony - up to 2 hours of coverage -one Camera With Operator 

 •Reception - up to 3 hours of coverage - cake cutting, first dance, etc. - interviews w/ Guests 

 •wireless microphone placed on groom 

 •opening montage set to music plus Basic Editing for content

 • 3 dvds

Deluxe Memory package (all previous packages included plus) - $1500
 •ceremony up to 2 hours of coverage - Two cameras (one Operator - one wide shot stationary) 

 •5 hours editing to cut between cameras and sync audio

Premiere Memory package (all previous packages included plus) - $2500
 •Up to 2 hours of pre-ceremony coverage - bride/groom getting ready/photo session 

 •ceremony up to 2 hours of coverage -Three cameras (two operators & one wide shot stationary)

 •Reception - up to 4 hours of coverage - cake cutting, first dance, etc. - interviews w/ Guests

 • additional microphone on officiant/clergy 

 •6 hours editing to cut between cameras and sync audio

Elegance - Memory package (all previous packages plus) - $3000
 •love story video - Bride and groom interviews telling your story to be shown at reception 

 •Photo montage of bride and groom photos set to music of your choosing shown at reception 

 •projector and screen at reception

Ultimate Memory package - (All previous packages plus) - $3500
 -rehearsal coverage (One Camera 2 hours coverage)

 -rehearsal dinner coverage (One camera 2 hours coverage)

 -rehearsal footage edited to music of your choosing included on a final dvd track

A la carte options
love story video - $500

photo montage video - $500

video projector and screen for reception - $250

rehearsal coverage - $500

rehearsal dinner coverage - $500

thank you dvds - a special thank you message on dvd to be sent with thank you 
cards - minimum 20 - $20 each

1/2 Deposit required to secure date and equipment (Refundable up to two weeks after 
original signing date - 1/2 refund up to two weeks prior to date)
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